
Sprint



TOP BOX ONLY

32 Ltr The top box can accommodate a flip up helmet and 
it is completely painted in the colour of the vehicle. 
Mounted with the dedicated support rack (1B000815). 

1B001189000N                                  Backrest pad in black 

COLOURS

1B00001600R7 Top Box Rosso 894

1B00001600L5 Top Box Yellow 968/A

1B00001600BR Top Box Montebianco 544

1B00001600DQ Top Box Blue gaiola 261/A

1B0000160090 Top Box Nero Lucido 94

CM272912 Top Box Grigio Titanio Touring 742/B

TOP BAG

Sprint

605887M00N                                                              Black
605887M00M                                                               Brown

INNER BAG

The top box bag made of genuine leather and heavy-duty cotton 
canvas in the colour combination of black and grey. Water proof 
zip, padded compartment for a lap top. It completely fits the 32 Ltr 
top box and provide easy transportation to the content of it.

605880M001                                                                Black
605880M002                                                                Fluo
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High-quality handmade genuine leather top bag. It can ac-
comodate one jet helmet. It can be quickly mounted onto 
the top box support. No additional fixing required. Mounted 
with the dedicated rack (1B000815)
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CHROME-PLATED 
FRONT BUMPER

Chrome-plated front bumper with Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED BLACK 
FRONT BUMPER

Chrome-plated front bumper with Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED 
FOLDING FRONT CARRIER 1B000832

Chrome-plated front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 606000M

Chrome-plated black front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

1B0012821B001121
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SprintSprint

Chrome-plated top box support with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED 
TOP BOX SUPPORT

Chrome-plated black top box support with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED BLACK 
TOP BOX SUPPORT 606002M1B000815

CHROME-PLATED 
FRONT SIDE PROTECTION

Front side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B000927 CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT SIDE PROTECTION

Front, black side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B001271
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Sprint

CHROME-PLATED 
REAR SIDE PROTECTION

Chrome-plated rear side protection with Vespa® logo.

Chrome-plated rear folding rack with Vespa® logo. 

1B000789
CHROME-PLATED 
FOLDING REAR RACK CHROME-PLATED BLACK  

FOLDING REAR RACK 606001M

Chrome-plated black rear folding rack with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED BLACK 
REAR SIDE PROTECTION

Chrome-plated black rear side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B0012791B000928



SMOKED FLYSCREEN KIT 1B001162

Medium-sized tinted fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

WINDSCREEN KIT 1B001114

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick 
methacrylate. Vehicle-type approved.  The large screen offers 
ultimate protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle 
design.

CLEAR FLYSCREEN KIT 1B001027

Medium-sized clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

SprintSprint

BLACK WHEEL RIM

Black alloy wheel rim for more sporty look.

605910M001                     Front black wheel rim                                            
605910M002                     Rear black wheel rim 4t only                                  
605910M003                  Rear black wheel rim 2t only
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Sprint

The Sprint graphic kit comes in three different colours. The stickers kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the bike.

GRAPHIC KIT SPRINT

The Sport graphic kit comes in three different colours. The stickers kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the bike.

GRAPHIC KIT SPORT

605944M00R
Red

605944M00B
Blue

605944M00A
Argento

606078M0001
Black / Red

606078M0002
Orange / Grey

606078M0003
Grey / Silver
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SprintSprint

STEERING COVER GREY 606088M

Mat grey steering cover for sporty look.

SUSPENSION COVER

Mat grey suspension cover for sporty look.

STEERING COVER BLACK 606089M

Mat black steering cover for sporty look.

SIDE STAND 1C000066

Lateral stand for easier parking.

606109M
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TUNNEL BAG 606420M001

Bag that follows the shapes of the tunnel of the different Vespa® 
models. Built in Italy in fireproof and waterproof split leather. 
Easy to hang. Equipped with adjustable split lather shoulder 
strap. Embossed Vespa® logo

LEATHER SEAT

High-quality hand made genuine leather saddle, specially 
treated with natural wax for protection against ageing and all 
weather conditions.

605888M00PN                                        Leather seat black                                            
605888M00PM                                        Leather seat brown                                  

FLOOR MAT 1B001079

Rubber footrest mat in black colour with Vespa® logo.

SPORT SEAT 1B001822

Sport seat with water repellent treatment and double needle 
stitching in rider seating surface. Vespa logo embroidered on 
rear left side. It comes complete with a rain cover (125 & 150 
cc only)



Sprint

The leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides 
the ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water 
and wind proof. Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft 
system.

LEG COVER 605576M010HANDLEBAR MUFFS 605860M

Handlebar muffs made of waterproof material and thermo 
padded polyamide for a perfect weather protection.

It locks the handlebar in few seconds. When not in use, it 
stores away discreetly round the underside of the seat.  It is 
extensible to fasten the scooter to a fix structure.

605537M025  Handlebar lock Top
605537M026  Handlebar lock Standard
605537M018   Handlebar lock extension 1m

HANDLEBAR LOCK
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SprintSprint

VEHICLE COVER 605291M002

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  



VESPA SprintPrimavera

ELECTRONIC ALARM

602688M  E-Lux

E-LUX Electronic alarm  with electronic key and two buttons
remote control. Auto power supply system. Requires  
602691M001 Install kit E-Lux  Primavera/Sprint 50cc 2T e 4T

602689M  E-1

Electronic alarm E-1 with two buttons remote control. Requires 
602691M003 E-1 Install kit for Vespa Primavera/Sprint 125cc

Sprint
03
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SprintSprintSprint



VESPA SprintPrimavera
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Primavera

TOP BOX ONLY

32 Ltr  The top box can accommodate a flip up helmet  and it is completely painted in the colour of the vehicle.  Mounted with 
the dedicated support rack (1B000815).  Back rest pad purchased separately.

COLOURS

1B0000160XN2 Top Box Nero Vulcano 98/A

1B00001600DE Top Box Blue Midnight 222/A

1B00001600BR Top Box Montebianco 544

1B00001600MD Top Box Marrone 129/A

1B00001600R7 Top Box Rosso Dragon 894

1B00001600AZ Top Box Azzurro 260/A

CM272911 Top Box Grey Silk Touring 791/B

CM272914 70th Anniversary Azzurro 433

CM272915 70th Anniversary Grigio Pulsar 711/B

BACK REST PAD 1B00107600X

Backrest pad matches saddle material and colour.

COLOURS

1B001076000R Top Box Backrest 50cc Red

1B001076000G Top Box Backrest 50cc Grey
1B001076000B Top Box Backrest 50cc Beige

1B001189000R Top Box Backrest 125cc Red

1B001189000G Top Box Backrest 125cc Grey

1B001189000B Top Box Backrest 125cc Beige

CM273108 70th Backrest Pad 125cc Brown

Primavera
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TOP BAG

605887M00N                                                              Black
605887M00M                                                               Brown

INNER BAG

The top box bag made of genuine leather and heavy-duty cotton 
canvas in the colour combination of black and grey. Water proof 
zip, padded compartment for a lap top. It completely fits the 32 Ltr 
top box and provide easy transportation to the content of it.

605880M001                                                                Black
605880M002                                                                Fluo

High-quality handmade genuine leather top bag. It can ac-
comodate one jet helmet. It can be quickly mounted onto 
the top box support. No additional fixing required. Mounted 
with the dedicated rack (1B000815)

GENUINE LEATHER ACCESSORIES

An added touch of elegance: a saddle and a backrest in superior quality genuine Italian leather. A special protective treatment keeps 
the saddle in excellent condition over time.

605888M00PM Leather seat Brown

1B00107600PB Leather backrest pad Brown

605888M00PN Leather seat   Black

1B00107600PN Leather backrest pad   Black
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PrimaveraPrimavera

CHROME-PLATED 
FRONT BUMPER

Chrome-plated front bumper with Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED 
FOLDING FRONT CARRIER 1B000832

Chrome-plated front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 606000M

Chrome-plated black front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

1B000975SIDE STAND 1C000074

Lateral stand for easier parking.
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Primavera

CHROME-PLATED 
FRONT SIDE PROTECTION

Front side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B000927 CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT SIDE PROTECTION

Front, black side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B001271

Chrome-plated top box support with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED 
TOP BOX SUPPORT

Chrome-plated black top box support with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED BLACK 
TOP BOX SUPPORT 606002M1B000815
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PrimaveraPrimavera

CHROME-PLATED 
REAR SIDE PROTECTION

Chrome-plated rear side protection with Vespa® logo.

Chrome-plated rear folding rack with Vespa® logo. 

1B000789
CHROME-PLATED 
FOLDING REAR RACK CHROME-PLATED BLACK  

FOLDING REAR RACK 606001M

Chrome-plated black rear folding rack with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED BLACK 
REAR SIDE PROTECTION

Chrome-plated black rear side protection with Vespa® logo.

1B0012791B000928
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SMOKED FLYSCREEN KIT 1B000909

Medium-sized tinted fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

WINDSCREEN KIT 1B001042

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick 
methacrylate. Vehicle-type approved.  The large screen offers 
ultimate protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle 
design.

CLEAR FLYSCREEN KIT 1B000811

Medium-sized clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

Primavera

FOOTREST MAT

Rubber footrest mat. Colour: black with Vespa® logo.

1B001079
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Primavera

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
stickers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic 
Vespa design.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
SILVER/GOLD 606077M0001

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
stickers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic 
Vespa design.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
SILVER/GREY 606077M0002

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
stickers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic 
Vespa design.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
GREY/BLACK 606077M0003 TUNNEL BAG

Bag that follows the shapes of the tunnel of the different Vespa® 
models. Built in Italy in fireproof and waterproof split leather 
Easy to hang. Equipped with adjustable split lather shoulder 
strap. Embossed Vespa® logo

606420M002                                        GREY
606420M003                                        RED
606420M004                                        BEIGE



Primavera
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The leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides the 
ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water and 
wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.

LEG COVER 605576M010HANDLEBAR MUFFS 605860M

Handlebar muffs made of waterproof material and thermo 
padded polyamide for a perfect weather protection.

It locks the handlebar in few seconds. When not in use, it 
stores away discreetly round the underside of the seat.  It is 
extensible to fasten the scooter to a fix structure.

605537M025 Handlebar lock Top
605537M026 Handlebar lock Standard
605537M018   Handlbar lock extesion 1m

HANDLEBAR LOCKVEHICLE COVER 605291M002

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  



Primavera

ELECTRONIC ALARM

602688M  E-Lux

E-LUX Electronic alarm  with electronic key and two buttons
remote control. Auto power supply system. Requires  
602691M001 Install kit E-Lux  Primavera/Sprint 50cc 2T e 4T

602689M  E-1

Electronic alarm E-1 with two buttons remote control. Requires 
602691M003 E-1 Install kit for Vespa Primavera/Sprint 125cc



PX

2016
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TOP BOX 1B0001600XX

32 Ltr  Painted top box, it can hold one flip up helmet or two jet 
helmets. Mounted with the dedicated support rack (673716), 
purchased separately. Backrest pad is also available as an 
accessory.

PX

COLOURS
1B0000160090 Top Box Nero Lucido 94

1B00001600BR Top Box Montebianco 544

1B00001600R7 Top Box Rosso Dragon 894

CM272911 Top Box Grey Silk Touring 791/B

CM272914 70th Anniversary Azzurro 433

CM272915 70th Anniversary Grigio Pulsar 711/B

CHROME TOP BOX SUPPORT 673716

Chrome-plated rear carrier with Vespa logo, which can 
accommodate a medium Vespa top box. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

TUNNEL BAG 606420M007

Bag that follows the shapes of the tunnel of the different Vespa® 
models. Built in Italy in fireproof and waterproof split leather. 
Easy to hang. Equipped with adjustable split lather shoulder 
strap. Embossed Vespa® logo
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PX

CHROME FRONT CARRIER 673717

Chrome-plated front carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME REAR CARRIER 673718

Chrome-plated rear folding carrier with Vespa logo, which can 
accommodate a medium Vespa top box. The new  five layer gal-
vanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME FRONT BUMPER 605482M

Chrome-plated front bumper with Vespa logo. The new  five 
layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

SIDE FRAME PROTECTIONS 673719

Chrome-plated rear side protection with Vespa logo. The new  five 
layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.
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WINDSCREEN KIT 673713

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick 
methacrylate. Vehicle-type approved. The large screen offers 
ultimate protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle 
design.

TRASPARENT FLYSCREEN KIT 602956M

Medium-sized clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

TINTED FLYSCREEN KIT 673223

Medium-sized tinted fly screen in high quality 4mm thick 
methacrylate. The fly screen offers great protection while 
enhancing vehicle design.

SCOOTER COVER 605291M002 

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  

PX
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PX

RUBBER FLOORMAT 437941

Rubber floor mat with Vespa logo.

It locks the handlebar in few seconds. When not in use, it 
stores away discreetly round the underside of the seat.  It is 
extensible to fasten the scooter to a fix structure.

605537M011   Handlebar lock Standard
605537M012  Handlebar lock Top
605537M018    Handlebar lock extension 1m

HANDLEBAR LOCK SPARE PARTS

The leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides the 
ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water and 
wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.

LEG COVER 605576M004

673714                           Fly screen

605483M                           Fly screen fitting kit

673239                              Tinted fly screen

1B001189000R Top Box Backrest Red

1B001189000G Top Box Backrest Grey

1B001189000B Top Box Backrest Beige

CM273108 70th Backrest Pad Brown





GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

2016
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TOP BOX

The 42L top box can accommodate two jet helmets or a full face helmet and it’s completely painted in the colour of  the vehicle. The 
backrest pad also matches with saddle colour and material Rear rack required 605665M.

COLOURS
CM273302 Top Box Nero Lucido 94

CM273304 Top Box Montebianco 544

CM273307 Top Box Blue Gaiola 261/A

CM273322 Top Box Rosso Dragon 894

CM273308 Top Box Grigio Titanio 742/B

CM273312 Top Box Grigio Dolomiti 770/B

CM273306 Top Box Blue Midnight 222/A

CM273319 Top Box Nero Abisso 85/B

CM273328 70th Anniversary Azzurro 433

CM273329 70th Anniversary Grigio Pulsar 711/B

TOURING

CM273325 Top Box Marrone Genesi 129/A

CM273326 Top Box Grigio Seta 791/B

GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

TOP BAG

605887M00N                                                              Black
605887M00M                                                               Brown

High-quality handmade genuine leather top bag. It can ac-
comodate one jet helmet. It can be quickly mounted onto 
the top box support. No additional fixing required. Mounted 
with the dedicated rack (605665M)



CHROME PLATED 
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 1B001482

Chrome-plated front carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.
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CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 1B001484

Chrome-plated black front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

CHROME-PLATED 
BLACK FRONT BUMPER 1B000704

Chrome-plated black front bumper. With Vespa® logo.Billet aluminium handgrips with eco-leather finish, specific for 
the GT. 

602948M002                                                        Black
602948M0BR                                                        Brown

HANDGRIPS
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CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR SIDE PROTECTION 1B000703

Chrome-plated black rear side protection with Vespa® logo. 

GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR CARRIER 1B001909

Chrome-plated black rear rack with Vespa® logo. It only acco-
modates the medium 32Ltr (Primavara) top box.

CHROME PLATED REAR CARRIER 657081

Chrome-plated rear carrier with Vespa logo, which can accom-
modate a medium 32Ltr Vespa top box 6739490XXX (LX). The 
new  five layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME PLATED REAR 
FOLDING RACK 605665M

Chrome-plated rear carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.
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GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

CLEAR FLYSCREEN 606008M

Clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick methacrylate. The fly 
screen offers great protection while enhancing vehicle design.

TINTED FLYSCREEN 1B001600

Tinted fly screen in high quality 4mm thick methacrylate. The fly 
screen offers great protection while enhancing vehicle design.

WINDSCREEN KIT 1B001446

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick me-
thacrylate. Vehicle-type approved. The large screen offers ultimate 
protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle design.

CHROME KIT 602959M

The chrome-plated kit includes front carrier, rear side protection 
and front bumper guard. All of them comes with Vespa logo. The 
new  five layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.
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CARBON KIT 605465M002

Carbon look trasmission cover cap.

CARBON KIT 605465M001

Carbon look side covers.

CARBON KIT 605465M004

Carbon look front mudguard crest.

CARBON KIT 605465M005

Carbon look steering cover.

GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14
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GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

CARBON KIT 605465M003

Carbon look suspension arm cover.

CARBON KIT 605465M006

Carbon look heat shield.

PIAGGIO MULTIMEDIA 
PLATFORM 606409M

Multimedia Platform is the new device which allows the scooter 
to be easily connected to a Smartphone, transforming it into a 
true and proper on board computer, capable of managing all the 
information relative to the vehicle and information which can be 
useful for the trip. Install kit and smart phone cover required

605950M  Installation kit                                              ABS ONLY

SMARTPHONE COVER 605923M004

Waterproof cover for full protection to the most common 
smartphones with mirror mounting bracket. Waterproof  case 
zip, cristal film for touch screens, adjustable internal shims, 
charging hole on the case, 360o swivel joint, adjustable 
joints. 

605923M004                                          Smart phone cover 4.3”
605923M005                                          Smart phone cover 5.5”   
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GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

The Sport graphic kit comes in three different colours. The sti-
ckers kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the bike.
GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT SPORT
BLACK/RED 606080M0001

The Sport graphic kit comes in three different colours. The sti-
ckers kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the bike.
GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT SPORT
GREY/ORANGE 606080M0002

The Sport graphic kit comes in three different colours. The sti-
ckers kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the bike.
GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT SPORT
GREY/SILVER 606080M0003

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The sti-
ckers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic Vespa 
design. GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
SILVER/GOLD 606079M0001
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GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The sti-
ckers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic Vespa 
design. GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
SILVER/GREY 606079M0002

The Elegance graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
stickers kit enhances the characteristic curves on the iconic 
Vespa design. GTS & GTS SUPER only.

GRAPHIC KIT ELEGANCE
GREY/BLACK 606079M0003

INDOOR BIKE COVER 605420M

Indoor bike cover made of PE in bone colour. Vespa logo printed 
on both sides, grey piping on the edge.

VEHICLE COVER 605291M001

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  
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GTS, SUPER & SUPER SPORT MY14

The GTS leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides the 
ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water and 
wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.  

LEG COVER 605994M

FOOTREST MAT 602734M

Rubber footrest mat. Colour: Black with Vespa® logo.

New Sport single seat saddle for Vespa GTS & GTS Super. 
Combining two different materials, with electro welded seams on 
rider seat area and white piping. Vespa logo banner embroidered 
on rear side. Extractable rain cover. 

SPORT SEAT 1B001823

TUNNEL BAG

Bag that follows the shapes of the tunnel of the different Vespa® 
models. Built in Italy in fireproof and waterproof split leather 
Easy to hang. Equipped with adjustable split lather shoulder 
strap. Embossed Vespa® logo

606420M005             GTS / BEIGE
606420M003             GTS SUPER / BLACK



SPARE PARTS

CM273202 Back rest, black, white piping from 2014

CM273201 Back rest, beige from 2014

CM273209 Back rest, black, orange piping from 2014

599399 Handlebar weights

598775 Screw for handlebars

602782M Reflector

602884M Lock set for top box

602783M Pins for hinges kit

654492 Windscreen

602732M Windscreen fixing kit

602955M Flyscreen fixing kit

672902 Flyscreen

656043 Smoked flyscreen

605085M Chromed accessories fixing kit

672066 Rubbers for front carrier

Quick using: It locks the handlebar in few seconds. Functional:
It locks the handlebar in few seconds. When not in use, it 
stores away discreetly round the underside of the seat.  It is 
extensible to fasten the scooter to a fix structure.

Handlebar lock extension 1m         RRP £44.99                        605537M018

HANDLEBAR LOCK TOP 605537M010

ELECTRONIC ALARM 
E-POWER 582697

E-Power electronic alarm with electronic key and two buttons 
remote control for the Vespa GTS Super and Super Sport MY14 
ABS and non ABS models. Install kit required.

1D000769                                                                 Installation kit
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GTS SUPER UP TO MY13
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TOP BOX

The 42L top box can accommodate two jet helmets or a full face 
helmet and it’s completely painted in the colour of  the vehicle. 
The backrest pad also matches with saddle colour and material 
Rear rack required 605665M.

GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

CHROME PLATED REAR CARRIER 657081

Chrome-plated rear carrier with Vespa logo, which can accom-
modate a medium 32Ltr Vespa top box 6739490XXX (LX). The 
new  five layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

COLOURS
CM273304 Top Box Montebianco 544

CM273302 Top Box Nero Lucido 94

CM273322 Top Box Rosso Dragon 894

CM273307 Top Box Blue Gaiola 261/A

CM273320 Top Box Nero Abisso 85/B

CM273308 Top Box Grigio Titanio 742/B

623698S0AS Top Box Arancio Comp 963/A

CM273319 Top Box Nero Abisso 2013 85/B

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR CARRIER 1B001909

Chrome-plated black rear rack with Vespa® logo. It only acco-
modates the medium 32Ltr (Primavara) top box.



CHROME PLATED CARRIER 672321

Chrome-plated front carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME PLATED REAR 
FOLDING RACK 605665M

Chrome-plated rear carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five layer 
galvanic plating will prevent rusting.
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GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 1B001484

Chrome-plated black front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED 
BLACK FRONT BUMPER 1B000704

Chrome-plated black front bumper. With Vespa® logo.
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GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

GRAPHIC KITS SILVER 605207M002

GRAPHIC KITS WHITE 605207M001

 GRAPHIC KITS LIGHT BLUE 605207M003

GTS Super 300 graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
sticker kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the scooter.

GTS Super 300 graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
sticker kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the scooter.

GTS Super 300 graphic kit comes in three different colours. The 
sticker kit highlights the sporty and engaging look of the scooter.

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR SIDE PROTECTION 1B000703

Chrome-plated black rear side protection with Vespa® logo. 
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GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

CARBON KIT 605465M002

Carbon look trasmission cover cap.

CARBON KIT 605465M001

Carbon look side covers.

CARBON KIT 605465M004

Carbon look front mudguard crest.

CARBON KIT 605465M005

Carbon look steering cover.
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CLEAR FLYSCREEN 672901

Clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick methacrylate. The fly 
screen offers great protection while enhancing vehicle design.

TINTED FLYSCREEN 656044

Tinted fly screen in high quality 4mm thick methacrylate. The fly 
screen offers great protection while enhancing vehicle design.

GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

CARBON KIT 605465M003

Carbon look suspension arm cover.

CARBON KIT 605465M006

Carbon look heat shield.
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GTS SUPER UP TO MY13

INDOOR BIKE COVER 605420M

Indoor bike cover made of PE in bone colour. Vespa logo printed 
on both sides, grey piping on the edge.

The GTS leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides the 
ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water and 
wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.  

LEG COVER 605576M005

WINDSCREEN KIT 654451

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick me-
thacrylate. Vehicle-type approved. The large screen offers ultimate 
protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle design.

The GTS Sport Seat provides remarkable improvement in fast 
riding and in cruising as well thanks to the ergonomic tail and to 
the gel insert. The contrast stiching higlights those two different 
leathers which was used to  made the Sport Seat.

SPORT SEAT 605677M
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ELECTRONIC ALARM E-POWER 602780M

E-POWER electronic alarm with electronic key and two buttons 
remote control. Pre-installed Plug & Play connection, specific 
cable included.

SPARE PARTS

CM273204 Back rest, beige up to 2013

CM273205 Back rest, black up to 2013

CM273206 Back rest,black,white piping up to 2013

CM273208 Back rest, brown, brown piping up to 2013

CM273210 Back rest, beige up to 2013

CM273203 Back rest, brown, brown stitching up to 2013

CM273203 Back rest, brown, twin stitching up to 2013

599399 Handlebar weights

598775 Screw for handlebars

602782M Reflector

602884M Lock set for top box

602783M Pins for hinges kit

654492 Windscreen

602732M Windscreen fixing kit

602955M Flyscreen fixing kit

672902 Flyscreen

656043 Smoked flyscreen

605085M Chromed accessories fixing kit

672066 Rubbers for front carrier

Quick using: It locks the handlebar in few seconds. Functional:
It locks the handlebar in few seconds. When not in use, it 
stores away discreetly round the underside of the seat.  It is 
extensible to fasten the scooter to a fix structure.

Handlebar lock extension 1m                                 605537M018

HANDLEBAR LOCK TOP 605537M010VEHICLE COVER 605291M001

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  

GTS SUPER UP TO MY13
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GTS UP TO MY13



TOP BOX

The 42 Ltr top box can accommodate two jet helmets or a full face 
helmet and it’s completely painted in the colour of the vehicle. 
The backrest pad also matches with saddle colour and material.

COLOURS
CM273318 Top Box Nero Vulcano 98/A

CM273305 Top Box Blue Midnight 222/A

623698M0H8 Top Box Touring Grigio Aquano 769/B

CM273312 Top Box Grigio Dolomiti 770/B

BACK REST PAD 623029M0PM

High-quality leather, specially treated with natural wax. Colour 
matching with leather saddle. Made in Italy.

GENUINE LEATHER 
SADDLE 602935M0BR

High-quality handmade genuine leather saddle, specially trea-
ted with natural wax. Tobacco coloured with gold stiching. Made 
in Italy.
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GTS UP TO MY13
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CHROME-PLATED FRONT BUMPER602890M

Chrome-plated front bumper with Vespa logo. The new  five lay-
er galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME PLATED FRONT CARRIER 672321

Chrome-plated front carrier with Vespa logo. The new  five 
layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME KIT 602959M

The chrome-plated kit includes front carrier, rear side protection 
and front bumper guard. All of them comes with Vespa logo. The 
new  five layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

CHROME-PLATED PROTECTION 602960M

Chrome-plated rear side protection with Vespa logo. The new  
five layer galvanic plating will prevent rusting.

GTS UP TO MY13
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GTS UP TO MY13

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
FRONT FOLDING CARRIER 1B001484

Chrome-plated black front carrier. With Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED 
BLACK FRONT BUMPER 1B000704

Chrome-plated black front bumper. With Vespa® logo.

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR SIDE PROTECTION 1B000703

Chrome-plated black rear side protection with Vespa® logo. 

CHROME-PLATED BLACK
REAR CARRIER 1B001909

Chrome-plated black rear rack with Vespa® logo. It only acco-
modates the medium 32Ltr (Primavara) top box.



FLYSCREEN KIT 672901

Clear fly screen in high quality 4mm thick methacrylate. The fly 
screen offers great protection while enhancing vehicle design.

WINDSCREEN KIT 654451

Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick me-
thacrylate. Vehicle-type approved. The large screen offers ultimate 
protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle design.

FOOTREST MAT 602734M

Rubber footrest mat. Colour: Black with Vespa® logo.
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GTS UP TO MY13

Billet aluminium handgrips with eco-leather finish, specific for 
the GT. 

602948M002                                                       Black
602948M0BR                                                       Brown

HANDGRIPS
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BABY SEAT KIT 602941M

TÜV-certified baby seat with footrest harness. Comfortable and 
safe for children from 5 to 8 years. Easy to install via harnesses. 
Underseat fixing device to avoid theft.

GTS UP TO MY13

Indoor bike cover made of PE in bone colour. Vespa logo printed 
on both sides, grey piping on the edge.

INDOOR BIKE COVER 605420M

The GTS leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides the 
ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water and 
wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.  

LEG COVER 605576M005

VEHICLE COVER 605291M001

Outdoor vehicle cover designed with reflective stripe, Vespa 
logo and pockets to house windscreen and top box, clear num-
ber plate window and chain ring. The cover is 100% waterproof.  
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GTS UP TO MY13

SPARE PARTS

CM273204 Back rest, beige up to 2013

CM273205 Back rest, black up to 2013

CM273206 Back rest,black,white piping up to 2013

CM273208 Back rest, brown, brown piping up to 2013

CM273210 Back rest, beige up to 2013

CM273203 Back rest, brown, brown stitching up to 2013

CM273203 Back rest, brown, twin stitching up to 2013

599399 Handle bar weights

602782M Reflector

602884M Lock set for top box

602783M Hinges kit

654492 Windscreen 4 mm

602732M Windscreen fixing kit

602955M Flyscreen fixing kit

623699 Plastic fixing kit for rear carrier

605085M Chromed accessories fixing kit

672066 Rubbers for front carrier

E-POWER electronic alarm with electronic key and two buttons 
remote control. Preinstalled Plug & Play connection, specific 
cable included.

ELECTRONIC ALARM E-POWER 602780M



GTV UP TO MY13



946 MY13/15 & EA
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TOP BAG 605816M0XX

Handmade of the original saddle material to hold the 946 
helmet. Material and detailing make this bag a natural addi-
tion to the 946 shape and style.

COLOURS

605816M0SG                                        Top Bag Grigio

605816M0SR                                        Top Bag Red

TOP BAG LEATHER 605815M0XX

946 MY13/15 & EA

Genuine leather helmet bag to hold the 946 helmet. Material 
and detailing make this bag a natural addition to the 946 
shape and style.

COLOURS

605815M0PN                          Top bag black

605816M0PM MY15                          Top bag brown
605816M0PC                          Top bag natural

HANDGRIPS

Handmade in the same saddle material, with billet aluminum 
cups and rings. Matching the seat colour they are the natural 
complement to the top bag.

HANDGRIPS LEATHER

Handmade in genuine leather in two color options: black and 
dark brown, with billet aluminum cups and rings. With the leather 
seat they are the natural complement to the top bag.

COLOURS

605827M0SG                                     Handgrips Grigio

605827M0SR                                     Handgrips Red

COLOURS

605826M0PN                       Handgrips leather Black

605826M0PC                       Handgrips leather Natural



946 MY13/14 & EA
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MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM 606409M

Multimedia Platform is the new device which allows the scooter
to be easily connected to a Smartphone, transforming it into a
true and proper on board computer, capable of managing all
the information relative to the vehicle and information which
can be useful for the trip. Install kit required.

1B000593                                                                          Install kit

ELECTRONIC DEVICE SUPPORT

The electronic device support allows rider to mount sat-nav sy-
stem or smart phone onto the handlebar. It s colour matching 
with vehicle. Made of CNC aluminum. Fixed under the handle-
bar frame. USB plug kit included (USB plug + plastic part of the 
vehicle).

COLOURS
1B00058200BR                                 Support white 
1B0005820090                                 Support black
1B00058200VR MY15                                 Support MY15

GENUINE LEATHER SEAT

High-quality handmade genuine leather saddle, specially treated 
with natural wax to protect the seat. It comes in black & natural 
colours. Made in Italy.

COLOURS

1B000578000N                               Leather seat black

1B000578000C                               Leather seat natural

CHROME PLATED 
REAR CARRIER 1B000008

Chrome plated rear carrier, designed for the helmet bag. Moulded 
aluminum risers. This rack is designed to integrate in the shape of 
the 946, complementing the design.
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946 MY13/14 & EA

LEG COVER 605576M008

The 946 leg cover comes with easy and quick mounting system 
which will give maximum stability even at high speed. It gives 
easy access to ignition & storage compartment. It provides 
the ultimate protection in all weather conditions as it is water 
and wind proof. Passive safety thanks for the reflective stripes. 
Integrated waterproof seat cover and antitheft system.

BILLET ALUMINIUM 
SPECIAL PARTS 1B000579

Billet round plate of seat fixing and a billet hub front wheel hub 
cover. Made of billet aluminum in a rich, engineered finish to 
enhance the aesthetics and luxury feel of the vehicle, replacing 
the standard plastic items.

Hi-quality impact resistant screen. Moulded aluminum brackets, 
same as the handlebar frame and saddle plate.

1B000341FLY SCREEN

Handlebar muffs made of waterproof material and thermo 
padded polyamide for a perfect weather protection.

605819MHANDLEBAR MUFFS



INDOOR BIKE COVER

Indoor bike cover made of Lycra in black colour. Vespa logo prin-
ted on front, 946 logo printed on right hand side.

946 MY13                                                                            605818M
946 MY15                                                                           605924M
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946 MY13/14 &EA

SOUND SYSTEM 605933M

Piaggio Sound System (PSS) is an exciting new accessory in the 
accessories range. PSS use a digital amplifier and two exciters 
to turn the body parts of the scooter into a loud speaker allowing 
riders to listen to their favourite songs from their smartphone 
using bluetooth technology. Sound level is over 100 Db.

Install kit required                                                        1D000622

TOP BAG EA MY15 606325M

Premium leather bag, made in Italy, fitting designed by EA for Ve-
spa 946. Internal zip pocket, Emporio Armani – Vespa 946 logo. 
It can be easily and quickly fixed to the rear rack through Tenax 
automatic buttons 
Support  kit required: 606330M                                 

LINEN SEAT COVER EA MY15 606326M

Tailor made linen cover for the saddle, the kit includes long ver-
sion for passenger saddle. Emporio Armani – Vespa 946 logo.
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946 MY13/14 & EA

Dedicated helmet sack, reversible: summer side in linen, rain 
proof side in nylon. Antitheft cable  leather-wrapped. Emporio 
Armani – Vespa 946 logo. 

606327MHELMET SACK EA MY15
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